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Dear Commissioner H 4 sen: )Om\: 
Below is information providedbq$by U.S. Fleet Forces Command, regarding its opposition to the 
scenarios to close Naval Submarine Base New London. The scenario to close SUBASE New London 
was the only closure recommendation opposed by Commander, Fleet Forces Command (CFFC) that 
was ultimately recommended by the Department of Defense. 

U.S. Fleet Forces Command is the Navy component of U.S. Joint Forces Command; its subordinate 
commands include the Naval Air, Surface, and Subsurface Forces of both coasts. CFFC is responsible for 
overall coordination, establishment and implementation of integrated requirements and policies for 
manning, equipping and training Atlantic and Pacific fleet units during the inter-deployment training 
cycle. These responsibilities mirror the BRAC criteria on military value. 

In 2005, two consecutive CFFCs -- Admiral William J. Fallon and Admiral John B. N a t h a n  -- opposed 
all Navy scenarios to close SUBASE New London during deliberations. As you know, DOD ultimately 
recommended DON-0033. This scenario would transfer SUBASE New London's homeported fast attack 
submarines to Naval Station Norfolk and Naval Submarine Base Kings Bay, and would distribute its 
component activities to Navy and Army installations in Georgia, Virginia, Maryland, Florida and Texas. 

In an official telephone discussion on June 29, Vice Admiral Kevin Cosgriff, Deputy and Chief of Staff, 
U.S. Fleet Forces Command, told me that CFFC opposed DON-0033 because closing SUBASE New 
London would 1) limit the overall flexibility of the U.S. fast attack submarine force; 2) pose significant 
readiness, training and operational risks; 3) negatively impact day-to-day operations that accompany 
regular SSN maintenance; 4) present SSN integration problems at SUBASE Kings Bay; and 5) abandon 
substantial sunk costs in the existing Naval Submarine School at SUBASE New London and require 
significant military construction investments at SUBASE Kings Bay. 

VADM Cosgriff confirmed that moving two more SSN squadrons to NAVSTA Norfolk would exacerbate 
the existing "waterfront congestion" there. The recommended scenario to close SUBASE New London 
would require at NAVSTA Norfolk extensive nesting with increased loading operations -- operational and 
readiness risks. VADM Cosgriff also noted that introducing fast attack submarines to SUBASE Kings 
Bay would raise significant challenges since it currently has no SSN facilities. 

you to give these expert opinions your full consideration as you prepare your final 
ubmarine Base New London. 
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Polk Building, Suites 600 and 625 
252 1 South Clark Street 
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Below is information provided to me by u.& Fleet Forces Cornland, regarding its opposition to the 
scenarios to closc Naval Submarine Base New London. The scenario to close SUBASE .New London 
wus thu only closure recommendation opposed by Commander, Flmt Forces Command (CFfX') that 
wus ultimately recurnmcnriL.d by the Deportment of Defenste. 

U . S .  Fleet Forccs Command is the Navy compment uf US. Joint Forces Command; its subordinate 
commands includc thc Naval Air, Surtacc, and Subsurface Forces of hoth coasts. CFFC is responsible for 
overall coordination. establishment anti implementation of integratd rcquirernenls and policies fi~r 
manning. equipping a.nd training Atlantic and Pacific tlcct units during the intcr-deployment training 
cycle. These resnonsibilities mirror the BRAC criteria on military value. 

In 2005. two consecutive CFFCs -- Admiral William j. Fallon and Admiral John B. N a t h a n  -- opposed 
all Navy scenarios to close SUBASE New London during deliberations. As you know, DOL) ultin~ately 
rccommended DON-0033. This scenario would transfer SUBASE New Lmdon'a homqmrtod fast attack 
sublnarines to Naval Station Korfblk and Naval Submarine Base Kings Bay, and would distribute its 
cornponcnt activities to Navy and Anny installations in Georgia, Virginia. Maryland, Florida and Texas. 

In an oficial telephone discussion on June 29, Vice Admiral Kevin Cosgriff, Deputy and Chief of Staff, 
U.S. Fleet Forces Command, told me that CFFC opposed DON-0033 because closing SUBA4SE New 
London would 1)  limit the overall flex] bility of the U.S. fast attack submarine force; 2) pose significant 
readiness, training and operational risks; 3) negatively impact day-to-day operations that accompany 
regular SSN maintenance; 4) present SSN integration problems at SUBASE Kings Bay; and 5) abandon 
substantial sunk costs in the existing Naval Submarine School at SUBASE New London and require 
significant m~litary construction investments at SUBASE Kings Bay. 

VADM Cosgriff confinncd that moving two more SSN squadrons to NAVSTA Norfolk would exacerbate 
the existing "waterfront congestion" there. The recommended scenario to close SIJHASE New 1,ondon 
would require at NAVSTA No~fc~lk cxtmsive nesting with increased loading operations -- opcrationd and 
readiness risks. VADM Cosgrit'f also noted that introducing fast attack submarines to SUBASE Kings 
Bay would raisc significant challenges since it currently has no SSN facilities. 

1 respectflully ask you to give these expert opinions your full consideration as you prepare your final - 
Submarine Base New London. 
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The relocation and new facilities costs seriously exceeded original estimates. We estimate 
the current, physical relocation cost to be in excess of $50 million. 

More important than the high relocation dollar costs, moving the Lab will result in an 
extreme and significant loss of intellectual capital, including a loss of technical and engineering 
expertise that would cripple the Lab's current and mid term military value. An informal survey 
indicates that eighty percent of the Lab's employees would not relocate. 

Therefore, as I continue to pursue a reversal of the DoD recommendation, I am even more 
convinced that it is in the best interests of DoD, the State of Arizona and our local communities to 
retain the Lab at its current location so that its function can continue unabated, its manpower and 
intellectual capital can be preserved, and significant relocation costs can be avoided. 

However, we understand that an objective of the BRAC process is to reduce property 
holdings. Consequently, I reiterate my offer to the Commission to facilitate discussions between 
the Air Force and Arizona State University. Your recommendation to privatize the lab in place 
would enable this dialogue. I remain confident that we can craft a business plan between the two 
entities that satisfies DoD needs and precludes the degradation of the critical training and research 
work conducted at the Lab with their partners. I firmly believe that the demonstrated ability of the 
lab to translate research activity into mature training programs and equipment promises even greater 
military value in the future. The scientific and operational leverage opportunities such as Lab 
expertise in software development, night vision devices and human engineering coupled with 
ASU7s contract with the US Army for the Flex Panel Display is but one example of the &re 
potential of a US Air Force LabIASL' merger. 

The State of Arizona has been, is, and will continue to set a high standard of support for the 
military facilities in our State, and the men and women and their families who work at those 
installations. Arizonans are proud of our long and demonstrable history of providing DoD with 
unparalleled resources and an unwavering commitment to its missions and operations, and are eager 
to maintain that commitment through retention of the Lab at its current location. 

Thank you for the continued opportunity to work with you on our request. 

Yours very truly, 

~ & e t  Napolitano 
Governor 




